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Digital Deception
Post-crisis measures made it harder for rogue borrowers and employees to commit fraud.
Now, a new threat has emerged: Scammers posing as title agents, real estate professionals
and more
By Brad Finkelstein

In Grand Haven, a small resort town nestled on the eastern shore
of Lake Michigan, a homebuyer walked into his credit union. It was
an unseasonably warm, but pleasant, October afternoon in 2016,
with a slight breeze coming off the lake.
The homebuyer brought with him an email he'd printed out,
containing instructions for wiring about $50,000 in closing costs
to Sun Title, the settlement company that was coordinating his
purchase of a home the next morning.
At first glance, the email appeared perfectly normal, down to
the use of Sun Title's logo in the email signature. The contents of
the message were seemingly innocuous, as the homebuyer had
been expecting the wire instructions and was looking forward to
finalizing the transaction.
But the reality was far more sinister and the potential outcome
even more disastrous, had it not been for an eagle-eyed manager
at the credit union.
Something was off about the email, the manager noticed. While
the sender's name matched the Sun Title employee who had been
working with the homebuyer, the message came from an account
@suntitie.co�, with an "i" where the "I" should have been.
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So the credit union manager and homebuyer called Sun Title to
confirm the details. They quickly discovered the wire instructions hadn't
actually come from Sun Title, but rather from a fraudster attempting
an elaborate con known as a business email compromise scheme.
"It never should have been caught," said Sun Title CEO Tom
Cronkright. "We should have been hit really hard for that one."
Digital processes have revolutionized the entire home buying
experience by making it faster, cheaper and more transparent. But
it's also opened the door to new types of fraud that exploit the
increasingly virtual nature of these transactions.
The industry has worked tirelessly to stamp out fraud committed by
nefarious borrowers and rogue employees. Underwriting tools that
rely on independent data have replaced paper-based verifications,
making it harder for misrepresentations to slip past lenders.
But business email compromise and similar schemes stand
apart from more traditional forms of mortgage fraud because
the perpetrators don't typically have a connection to the subject
property or parties involved in a transaction. It's a distinction that's
largely caught the industry off guard, even among professionals
actively on the lookout for it.

I

All
told,
the
thwarted
incident
involved less than an hour of real-time
communication between the fraudster and
the transaction's legitimate parties, but the
scheme had been put in motion months
before the situation came to a head in the
lobby of the credit union.
It began with a successful phishing scam_
targeted at the real estate agent who
would go on to represent the Grand Haven
homebuyer. That let the fraudster tap into
the agent's email account and monitor
communications with clients.
Using information gleaned from the
email surveillance, the fraudster set about
creating fake email accounts for both the
homebuyer and Sun Title.
The fraudster laid low until the morning
of Oct. 17, when a message was sent using
the real estate agent's email account
to Sun Title's escrow officer, Cronkright
said. It asked that Sun Title send wire
instructions to the homebuyer for the next
day's closing.
However, the fraudster provided a fake
email for the buyer; after the information
was sent, the fraudster sent a confirmation
that it was received, which gave Sun Title
comfort it was dealing with the right party,
he said. Meanwhile, the scammers sent
their own instructions to the buyer using
the "Suntitie.com" email address.
Thankfully, no funds were lost to the
fraudulent scheme and the buyer still
finalized his purchase, using a cashier's
check to pay the closing costs. But just
a year earlier, Cronkright and his Grand
Rapids, Mich.-based company were not so
lucky when they were the targets of a less
sophisticated scheme.
In the spring of 2015, Cronkright's partner,
Lawrence Outhier, received what looked
like a normal business email containing
wiring instructions for the earnest money
deposit on a commercial property sale.
As part of the scam, the buyer gave
Sun Title a cashier's check for $185,000
to deposit into the settlement agency's
escrow account. A clause in the sales
contract called for the seller to receive the
earnest money before the closing, after
the buyer had completed a due diligence
review on tbe property.
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The search spanned six countries, but
its recovery efforts were based in the U.S.
The bulk of the money recovered "was
voluntarily sent back with [the scammers']
consent through the banks," although the
rest was recaptured through civil litigation,
Cronkright said.
The mortgage industry is a ripe target
for business email compromise schemes
because of the increased presence of
publicly available data about real estate
listings and sales.
Within 48 hours of a home going up for
sale, the listing is syndicated across myriad
multiple listing services and real estate
websites. After it goes under contract, the
property's status is changed to pending
sale. That helps outsiders - including
- Tom Cronkright, CEO
people not in the United States - perfectly
Sun Title
time when they weasel into transactions.
Meanwhile, digital communication has
removed much of the personal connection
A few days later, Cronkright and Outhier
discovered the check, issued by an out of
between the players in a real estate deal.
Participants might rarely, if ever, meet
state financial institution, had bounced
face-to-face, increasing the fraud risk
and Sun Title had lost $180,000.
because they do not know each other.
"After the fraud took place, we learned
"Mortgage fraud is always there. There
the buyer's identity had been stolen and
the perpetrators were using
is a significant potential
that to defraud us;'' said
for fraud in a real estate
Cronkright.
transaction because that's
where the money is," said
A subsequent investigation
revealed a similar scam using
Rebecca Walzak, president
of rjbWalzak Consulting. But
the same stolen identity in
five other states. Cronkright
the "percentage of those
committing fraud is shifting
now suspects the seller who legitimately owned the
towards outsiders. Outsiders
property, but had borrowed
ore interested in the money
Tom Cronkright
heavily against it - was in
more than the property."
cahoots with the buyer on the fraudulent
Mortgage lenders focused on the
traditional fraud scams in originations,
scheme. "They did a really good job even back in 2015 - to convince us we
said Ann Fulmer, president of Paladin
were dealing with the right people all
Advisory Services. People still misrepresent
their intent to occupy and their source of
along," Cronkright said.
The property has since been seized by
funds. But the industry wasn't prepared to
authorities, Cronkright said. The partners
deal with outsiders diverting money with
contributed $90,000 each to replace the
business email compromise schemes.
stolen funds. It took them two years of
A small measure of success was seen in
effort to track down the missing funds,
June when federal enforcement agencies
starting with the email trail.
made 74 arrests and were able to seize $2.4
"Through litigation or finesse, any data
million of ill-gotten gains and disrupt or
recover an additional $14 million from BEC.
point or name we could get out of anyone
that had visibility to where the funds went,
Among the victims were title companies
we went after them," Cronkright said.
and real estate attorneys.

The provision was uncommon, as funds
ore normally held until closing. But it
wasn't radically unusual and since it was
contained in the sales contract, Sun Title
obliged with the request.
The check was deposited in Sun Title's
escrow account, and the initial indication
was that it had cleared. Sun Title moved
forward with the wire transfer to the
property seller.

"They did a really good
job - even back in 2015
- to convince us we
were dealing with the
right people all along."
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However, there are some attorneys who
are looking to create a legal obligation
on the theory the victim lost money and
someone has to pay, he added.
In one case, James and Candace
Butcher sued Envoy Mortgage, Wells Fargo
(where their bank account was), Land Title
Guarantee and Kentwood Real Estate
after becoming victims of a BE;C scam
involving nearly $273,000, according to
media reports.
The case was filed in the Denver District
Court in June 2017; a public records search
said it was closed on March 12, with no
other disposition listed. Envoy and the
Butchers' attorney did not respond to
requests for comment.
The victims of most BEC frauds never
see their money again. Sun Title was lucky;
through a lot of detective work done by
Cronkright and his business partner over
a two-year period, Sun Title was able
to recover $140,000. The June arrests
included some of the perpetrators.
And Cronkright found himself in a new
line of business, founding a firm called
CertiflD to prevent others from being
victims of BEC.

BEC fraud is also on rise with new home
sales. "We're seeing them get much smarter
and more brazen on the new construction.
We hod two frauds in west Michigan this
year alone where a builder's identity was
spoofed," Cronkright said.
The buyers thought they were responding
to an email from their builder and ended
up wiring out $150,000 to the fraudster.
In another attempted fraud, the
scommers tried to get between the lender
and a homebuilder.
"So lenders have to be careful to protect
their customers from, or at least let them
know that, this threat is out there and
this is exactly how the wiring process is
going to work and this is exactly how the
information is going to be shared and it
won't change," Cronkright said.
Earlier this year, the New York law firm of
Abrams Garfinkel Margolis Bergson, which
handles real estate closings, got a phone
call from a lender that wanted to confirm
its wire instructions.
"Someone had tried to assume our
identity and sent some wire instructions to
the lender and it had nothing to do with
us," said attorney Neil Garfinkel.

Growth spurt
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"Had they not called to confirm we sent
this over, they would have funded this other
account and they could have been out the
money," he added.
But not everyone has gotten the word
that changes in the wiring instructions
need to be verified.
Half of one AGMB employee's job
function is verifying the wire before it is
sent. "One wire could devastate a company,
it could devastate a firm," added Michael
Barone, another AGMB attorney. "These
aren't small wires, these aren't $5,000
wires; these are hundreds of thousands of
dollars, if not millions of dollars."
AGBM now puts a notice on the bottom
of all its emails warning recipients of cyber
fraud and wire theft and telling people
to be wary of any changes to the wire
instructions, do not accept email wire
instructions without verification and to
call on a number known to be true and
accurate. And it is in a thick, bold font,
Garfinkel said.
"The overriding point is that you just
can't rely on everyone being vigilant. You
need to have policies about how to deal
with these things because not having a
very systematic routine, there's just too
much room for error," he said.
Making the verification call on a trusted
number is important. "Scammers are now
deploying phone 'porting' technology, to
intrude into that safeguarding process,
masquerading as a trusted party," warns
a bulletin about BEC published earlier this
year by the New Jersey Department of
Banking and Insurance.
Because the fraudsters are monitoring
transactions,
it
is
important
that
settlement agents and lenders have their
own information technology controls in
place, like two-factor authentication, said
Mike Steer, president of Mortgage Quality
Management & Research.
Plus, they need to train their employees
on how to spot and deal with email
phishing scam attempts.
"It is the small things like that then end up
saving potential losses," he said. "The more
that [employees] are trained to be aware of
certain scams that are out there and items
to look for ... [and] to stop and think before
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they act and get themselves into trouble,
the more cautious they're going to be and
the more aware they're going to be."
In their attempt to escape detection, the
perpetrators use multiple bank accounts
and/or use multiple names on the same
bank account. Some of these accounts
may lay dormant for a while, said Ike
Suri, CEO of Fundingshield, a firm whose
services include account verifications.

"The industry is behind
the curve. The criminals
have the advantage
because there's a lot
more of them and it's
almost a frictionless
process for them."
- Steven Harpe, CIO
Gateway Mortgage Group
"We see some actors requesting the
same wires to the same accounts using
different names over and over again.
It doesn't mean that it's for fraud," said
Suri. "The fraudulent accounts usually
don't get too far. The people that are
perpetrating these frauds rarely ever
keep these accounts open for more than
six months because their scam is always
going to be found out."
But just because an account might not
be used for a period of time, doesn't mean
it won't be pressed back into service.
"It's easy to fake a name on a wire
account, anybody can do it. I'm sure a
lot of the victims may have even verified
names on wire accounts," he added.
"But what we do, is we verify the people
who are behind that, along with the age
of the wire occount; match the corporate
entity that is supposedly listed there
along with their addresses, so that they
all match up, so we know exactly who
we're dealing with and not just other third
parties," Suri said.
Fraudsters have taken advantage of
lax rules in some states to file "doing
business as" names that are similar
to legitimate companies. Then, they

open a bank account under that name
and masquerade as the real company.
Without a background check on the bank
account, Suri said, problems can arise
when fraud victims don't know whether
they're dealing with the real company or
the impostor.
After fraudsters made a number of
unsuccessful attempts at wire fraud
against Gateway Mortgage Group, the
lender spent much of its 2017 information
technology budget putting up defenses to
thwart these types of scams, said Chief
Information Officer Steven Harpe.
It built a layered information security
platform "that has really helped us get
eyes on this," he said. "We have software
in front of our communications system
that is looking specifically for things like
impersonation attempts or emails that are
coming from geographic regions that we
don't do business in."
Gateway partnered with a company
that gave it the ability to write its own
programming, Harpe said, adding the first
eight months of the roll out was specific to
customizing everything to meet its needs.
"If there is one thing that keeps you up
at night, it is trying to stay ahead of this,"
he said. "The industry is behind the curve.
The criminals have the advantage because
there's a lot more of them and it's almost a
frictionless process for them. And it makes
peoples' jobs like mine and others in lender
information security harder."
The increase in spam attacks is another
worry for Harpe. "They defeat you first by
just overwhelming you with spam and then
getting your credentials. Then there going
to sit and watch your behavior, watch who
you're talking to and then they're going to
impersonate someone."
He cited Oakland A's executive Billy
Beane of "Moneyball" fame. "His story
is spot on here. You can't win this fight
doing things the old way, thinking with old
thoughts. You've got to win this fight by
hiring people with talent, people that know
mathematics, people that can help you
find the problems before they get to you.
"No one's immune to it, and if you don't
have the right people and the right tools,
you're going to lose," Harpe said. NMN

